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Company news

Borri is a company inspired by the 
typically Italian values of quality, re-
search and taste. It was established 

in 1951 in the so-called “camper valley”, 
the homeland of the majority of Italian 
RV manufacturers. Borri was originally a 
manufacturer of domestic furniture, but in 
1990 it started to make its new ideas and 
know-how available to the RV sector.
The company works with a number of RV 
makers, offering classic furniture with basic 
styling, but its quality and experience en-
able it to go far further. Borri has always 
stood out for its innovation and develop-

ment of advanced proj-

Quality, research and elegance inspire the Tuscan company in its on-going innovation and development 
of new ideas. These include luxury furnishings and saddlework, using cutting edge lightweight 
materials shaped by expert craftsmen

Italian craftsmanship 
at the service of luxury

Words Paolo Galvani, portraits Enrico Bona

ects, such as its development of processes 
for bending wood for curved front panels. 
But alongside wood, it has also developed 
considerable experience in veneering plas-
tic materials, such as PET and acrylics.

Extraordinary results
When fine woodworking and experience 
in innovative materials come together, the 
results can be quite out of the ordinary. 
An example is the collaboration with Nies-
mann + Bischoff, whose iSmove project 
used Borri for part of the interior furnish-
ings. The wall cabinet door is the result of a 
lengthy development process. Externally, it 
is finished with real wood, but the internal 

structure does not use the conven-
tional wooden hard-

ware mounting strips. Instead, the hinges 
are mounted with synthetic inserts welded 
into place by ultrasound, making the door 
more robust and long-lasting while reduc-
ing its weight by around 20%. The part, 
which measures 60x29 cm and is 15 mm 
thick, weighs just 1.1 kg, compared with 
the 1.35 kg of a conventional door.
Borri developed the production process for 
the project in-house. “The iSmove project 
was a very satisfying experience,” says 
Massimo Bartalini, technical/sales manager 
for Borri. “We reviewed their requirements 
for the project and proposed this new 
technique as a solution. The conventional 
wooden mounting strips were replaced by 
an insulating material which, in contrast 
with normal polysterene with its structure 
of expanded spheres, uses ovoid cells ori-
ented orthogonally to the surface under 
compression. They are thus better able to 
resist compression. Since there is no wood, 
the screws are installed using a special 
hand-fit synthetic insert. Once in place, we 
use an ultrasound gun to melt its plastic 
crown, which is thus irreversibly united 
with the outer wooden trim.”

Borri
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About Borri
Borri is an Italian manufacturer of furniture for campers and caravans (as well as con-
ventional and domestic furniture), established in 1951. Born as a maker of furniture for 
the home, in 1990 the company started making furniture and furnishing components for 
caravans, campers, bungalows, mobile homes and yachts, and soon gained a significant 
market share, working with nearly all Italian manufacturers and launching major partner-
ships with many renowned foreign brands.
Borri has always oriented its adoption and development of new technologies by listening 
to its clients’ needs. The company is known for its flexibility, which enables it to handle cus-
tom orders to the highest quality and with short delivery times. With a view to optimising 
its resources in an integrated way and maximising customer satisfaction, Borri supports its 
clients throughout the process, collaborating with them closely and adapting its processes 
to their specific requirements.
The company stands out for its expert technical support, which includes the development 
of prototypes, the efficiency of its customer service and aftersales, its flexible, fast response 
to new inputs from the market and its short delivery times.

A continuous process
The most recent result of this continuous 
research, development and innovation, 
including industrial engineering to supply 
clients of any size, consists in combining 
diverse materials to offer solutions for the 
highest segment of the market. One of 
Borri’s unique gifts is its ability to combine 
technical know-how with the finest crafts-
manship.
The company has recently started working 
together with a master saddlemaker who 
has produced a series of fascinating ideas 
and prototypes, all deeply rooted in Italian 
leatherworking traditions. The aim is to 
offer high end RV makers a series of per-
sonalisation options to further elevate the 
quality of their products, offering their very 
demanding clients the luxury furnishings 
they expect.

Towards true luxury
These first prototypes include the access 
handles usually located at the sides of the 
doors opening into the cell. These are one 
of the first points at which the client comes 
into contact with the camper, and are often 
of mediocre quality, mostly made of zama 
or plastic mouldings. The option to finish 
them with leather inserts, using a mount-
ing made of a more noble material like 
wood or acrylic stone, ensures that the cli-
ent’s very first impression is of the luxury to 
which certain types of motorhome aspire.
Borri has also created a range of luxury 
worktops, tables and lateral profile finish-
ings, as well as furniture handles. A small 
insert - like a sort of embroidery stamped 
into everyday materials - is often enough 
to lend a touch of class to even the most 
banal object.
These styling proposals, born of craftsman-
ship, require great experience for their ap-
plication to industrial production process-
es. It is now up to the RV companies to try 
Borri’s new, bold ideas out for themselves. 
Luxury and craftsmanship are without 
doubt the high road to offering genuinely 
exclusive products.

Massimo Bartalini


